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Descriptive Summary

Provenance: Marie Rose Rouzeau Documents
Title: Marie Rose Rouzeau Documents
Dates: 1771-1812
Abstract: This collection contains documents pertaining to the life of Marie Rose Rouzeau
Extent: 5 folders
Accession: T0025.2003.067.01-.05

Biographical / Historical Note

Scope and Content

This is a collection of family papers which includes baptismal and death records, division of inheritance, and a marriage contract for the family of Marie Rose Rouzeau Fontenay.

Subjects
Marie Rose Fontenay,
Fontenay Bretagne,
Francois M. Rouzeau,
Pierre Berlineau.

Access of Use Restrictions

Access
Collection is open for research
Related of Separated Materials

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation

Marie Rose Rouzeau Documents, Louisiana State Museum Historical Center

Acquisition Information

Notes

These documents are all in French.

Contents List

Folder 1: Baptismal record of Marie Rose Rouzaeau Fontenay (copy). December 24, 1782.


Folder 3: Division of property between Francois Mathurin Rouzeau and Rose Rozeau. June 20, 1796.


Folder 5: Marriage contact between Pierre Berbineaud and Marie Thomas. June 17, 1812.